Molecular, Cellular and
Tissue Imaging Group Committee
Monday 19th April at 13:00 via Teams
Present: Professor Yvonne Jones (YJ- Chair) & Professor Simon Leedham (SL-Chair), Gillian Douglas (GD), Ellie Tzima
(ET), Loic Carrique (LC), James Bancroft (JB), John Grimes (JG), Cath Green (CG), Jens Rittscher (JR) & David Bartle
(DB- Secretary)
Apologies:
Matters Arising/Actions:
Agenda Description
Item
5.
YJ to chase Martin Walsh from Diamond for May 21
5.

JB to approach Andrew McAinish for a Seminar, Warwick Medical School.
Data storage worked examples for imaging data to include in applications

Owner
YJ
JB
DB et al.

1. Minutes and Apologies:
Minutes approved
2. Matters arising from the previous meeting:
2.1. Andrew McAinsh seminar – JB made contact and is arranging
2.2. YJ to chase Martin Walsh from Diamond for May 21
3. Rob Esnouf Head NDM of Research Compute – Overview of facility and discussion on Imaging demands
Presentation on the overview and history of the BMRC, see appendix.1.
Questions
YJ – will CEPH make Archive redundant? – Yes, essentially.
YJ – Where does data sit and what is hardware – Data on conventional spinning hard discs (costing based on
arrays of 16TB discs).
SL – Great vison to access and input data remotely allows collaborations across division from difference campus
sites. Would be a massive step-up and the first of its type. RE - University standard linkage is 80 gigabit/s this
system is 200 at minimum.
SL – Does this solve the issue of moving data between Trust and University, i.e. directly from MRi machines in
hospital? – Practically yes, however still need to look at data access and legal issues.
JB – Optical microscopy data storage, could we stream data straight out CEPH storage? – May work but not sure
it’s a good idea. Better store and collect locally as simply as possible and then transfer to CEPH.
JB – Trying to bring industry users into the facility, could we move data out to companies? – a big pharma
company with robust data management and infrastructure would be fine, but some academic institutes not as
robust structures and could be higher risk.
JB – Could processing/analysis be run in the cloud on the new infrastructure? RE – Processing requiring windows
based programs would be problematic.
YJ – How do you make sense of legacy files of leavers? – managed at 2 levels. Firstly, no permission to a user, a
user just part of an approved group who have access, so data stays in the group folder, under PI access.
Secondly, when a user changes groups internally in Oxford, a new account is created under new group.
There are some questions around when a group leaves, mainly down to relevant Head of Department but needs
work, public databases need to be used when relevant.
JR – Where in your opinions should the multiplexing analysis pipelines sit? – The cheapest way to compute is on
the cluster, but need to pay for data archiving as well and doesn’t scale up well. CEPH would allow analysis in
the cloud.
JR – How long are we away from trialling? – All purchased and waiting to be implemented so should soon be
able to try soon.
JR – How confident are we on the security. – It will match the Novartis .
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4. Standing meeting items:
4.1. Imaging Core
Cellular Imaging
New RA recruited Ed Drydale. Great skill set and should be a great asset. Start 4th May 21.
New Systems Zeiss Airyscan is ready to go and seminar will be running tomorrow.
Olympus SoRa system still being built but running soon.
Two new imaging computers in place now. Should have a high level of computing power.
New robo mover being purchased by John from discretionary funds. But would like to purchase a monchrome camera – camera agreed.
CO2 feed pipes being added to microscope rooms allowing improved incubation and live cell imaging
Chryos EM/ OPIC – CS3 sample protocol in microscope approved.
Rob Esnouf new Project Manage roost to help with Res Comp & Strubi
Chromosome Dynamics – n/a
4.2. – Emerging Technologies & Software (Horizon scanning) – see point 3.
4.3. – Training and Knowledge Sharing – Zeiss Seminar organised by JB.
4.4. – Data storage & processing demands/performance – see point 3.
GD - Data storage access charges need to be considered and factored in at application stage. Worked
examples could be added drafted and distributed to PI’s.
5. Imaging seminar speaker nominations
JB has an offer from Andrew McAinsh – Cellular imaging and mathematical modelling
YJ would like to get Mike Dustin in to do a talk or Stefan Balint mid-career who works with Mike.
Spatial Transcriptomics
Josie
6. Any Other Business
Meetings will be held 1st Tuesday of alternate months at 1 pm
Date of next meeting: Tuesday 1st June 2021 (Bi-Monthly)
All meetings at 1pm via Teams
Members of the Molecular, Cellular and Tissue Imaging Group Committee are asked to declare any interest that could give rise to
conflict in relation to any item on the agenda at the beginning of the item in question. All interests so disclosed will be recorded in
the minutes of the Committee. If the chair of the meeting deems it appropriate, the member shall absent themselves from all o r
part of the Committee’s discussion of the matter.

Introduction to BMRC (ResComp) Platforms
Robert Esnouf – WHG MCTIG Committee 19th April 2021
• December 2009 moved from STRUBI to WTCHG in a job with two remits:
• Coordinate the scientific computing in WTCHG in response to NGS
• Don’t upset Tim [Bardsley] so much that he leaves
• This became known at the Research Computing (ResComp) Core

• Easter 2015(?), Dept. Oncology research computing hardware failure
• Impacted WTCHG cancer genetics groups, so asked to allow paid‐for access

• January 2017, asked to lead development of research computing for BDI
• Delivered BMRC, a joint WHG‐BDI platform with single administration team
• Linked WHG cluster room and BDI MER with ultra‐high speed networking to run as one

• March 2020, further access as “oven‐ready” platform for Covid‐19 research
• Currently ~1100 active users, 120 PI groups from 22 University departments

What is Biomedical Research Computing (BMRC)
• High‐performance Linux compute cluster:
•
•
•
•
•
•

~8000 CPU cores, typically at 16GB memory per core
~180 GPU cards in ~30 servers, ~1000000 streaming cores
Fast cluster networking, EDR (100Gbit/s) InfiniBand
High‐performance storage, soon to be 15PB raw GPFS capacity
Low‐performance archive storage, ~4.2PB raw XFS capacity
Data ingress storage (sequencing and EM), ~1.2PB raw XFS capacity

• On–premise OpenStack clouds:
• ~2000 CPU cores in hypervisors at 16GB memory per core
• >40 GPU cards in servers with “pass‐thru” presentation to VMs
• 300TB extreme performance Ceph (BMRC cloud), 1.5PB hardware encrypted
Ceph (Novartis “secure”) cloud
• Fast cloud networking, resilient 100Gbit/s Cumulus Ethernet
• Small S3‐native object store, ~500TB ActiveScale (Amplidata)

BMRC Overall Structure
• BMRC is becoming a “remote” facility from its parent departments:
•
•
•
•
•

Puts the BMRC administrators in sole charge of security and access control
Reduces demands on the LANs in WHG, STRUBI [complete] and BDI
Allows Oxford collaborators equal access to the platforms
Allows seamless, eventual relocation to a remote (data centre) site
Allows a standard model for data ingest from data generators
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BMRC and use for imaging science
• Need to ingest and catalogue data:
•
•
•
•
•

Need secure route from data acquisition to BMRC internal data nodes
Need comprehensive cataloguing SOP or application (OMERO?)
Need to share/transfer data to customers (inside and outside Oxford)
Data storage costs money (e.g. GPFS £60/TB/year; “arc” £15/TB/year)
Large‐scale Ceph may be ultimate solution (£40/TB/year???)

• Need to analyze data:
•
•
•
•
•

What about on‐the‐fly processing during data collection?
BMRC is a Linux‐only platform, is Windows required?
Local workstations or remote visualization?
Simplest platform is the cluster, applications need to be cluster‐friendly
(Unnecessary) GUIs make processing far more complex

A Prototype Large Distributed Storage Platform
• A transformative project for Oxford of relevance to everyone who stores data
• The new paradigm of distributed, data‐driven research demands new
approaches to deliver scalable data storage and mobility
• Immediate need across MSD is >20PB, more elsewhere – BMRC is already at
~30PB raw capacity!
• BMRC is using £189k of HEFCE RPIF for a two‐site proof‐of‐concept ~1.75PB
Ceph across WHG and BDI
• RCB awarded £112k to expand to a full three‐site solution on Old Road
Campus (KIR is third site) and to deliver data directly to South Parks Road
Abbreviations: BMRC – Biomedical Research Computing; WHG – Wellcome Centre for Human Genetics;
BDI – Big Data Institute; KIR – Kennedy Institute of Rheumatology; SDC – Shared Data Centre

Summary of Ceph architecture and features

Why else could Ceph be the long term solution?
• The Ceph environment has the following features:
• Scalability: Ceph can scale to thousands of nodes managing 100s of petabytes
• Distributed: Ceph clusters can encompass multiple sites with pools localized
and distributed to meet requirements: multi‐cluster or stretch cluster
• Commodity Hardware: No special hardware is required to run a Ceph cluster
• Self‐managing: When nodes are added, removed or fail, the cluster
automatically redistributes the data. It is also aware of overloaded disks
• No Single Point of Failure: No node in a cluster stores important information
alone. The number of redundancies can be configured (replication and EC)
• Open Source Software: Ceph is an open source software solution and
independent of specific hardware or vendors

• An object store is a long‐term commitment, so Oxford needs all these
features to protect a very significant investment

A great data moving network is essential
e.g. data capture from
remote EM or MRI etc.
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Ceph RADOS object store

• Ceph object stores can be on
one or more sites
• Data moving network:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Needs to be very fast
Can be fully isolated
No edge routers or firewalls
Self monitoring and resilient
Long‐range: Begbroke/Harwell
Open Networking e.g. Cumulus

• No way out to LAN/WAN
except via gateways
NB: MON nodes can also perform manager functions,
Gateways can be object, NFS Ganesha, iSCSI and/or Samba,
MDS (metadata server) roles are required for CephFS

Stretch‐cluster Ceph and Cumulus Design
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